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Introduction

Tourism has been an important industry in Malaysia for a number of years (Musa, 2000) and international arrivals reached 27.44 million and 25.70 million respectively in 2014 and 2015, compared to 5.5 million in 1998 (Ministry of Tourism, 2012). Table 1 shows international tourist arrivals to Malaysia and revenues received from 1998 until 2015.

Table 1: International tourist arrivals and receipts to Malaysia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Arrivals (million)</th>
<th>Receipts (MYR billion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>17.45</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>25.03</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>25.72</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>27.44</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>25.70</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ministry of Tourism (2016)
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Growth rates have averaged around five percent since 2007, but slowed in 2011 due to adverse economic conditions globally. Malaysia's popularity can be attributed to a rich natural and cultural heritage and the diversity of attractions in the different states which make up the federation. The fact that Malaysia is a multi-racial country with Malays, Chinese, Indians and various indigenous peoples of Sabah and Sarawak living and working alongside harmoniously has become a selling point and is heavily used to promote tourism in the country (Malaysia, Truly Asia campaign). However, in these promotion the indigenous community is overlooked.

“To know Malaysia is to love Malaysia. A bubbling, bustling melting pot of races and religions where Malays, Indians, Chinese and many other ethnic groups live together in peace and harmony.” (Tourism Malaysia, 2012)

The promotional posters show the representative from Malays, Chinese, Indians and various indigenous peoples of Sabah and Sarawak portraying their unique culture which can lure the international tourists to visit Malaysia in order to experience the “all-in-one” cultural destination. Suet Ching (2010) argued that the missing in the posters of ‘cultural package’ of the Orang Asli could be purposeful or unintentional which can reflect a deeper, subtler, and hidden complexity in Malaysian inter-ethnic relations. The omission of the Orang Asli image is still questionable whether the government is serious in including the Orang Asli community in the mainstream tourism business. This scenario can be regarded as a big threat to achieve sustainable indigenous tourism development in Malaysia. King (1993) also argued that the way in which culture is constructed and manipulated are also seen very clearly in the packaging and development of cultural tourism. Tourism promotion takes place through a number of institutions but primarily through Tourism Malaysia and Ministry of Tourism and Culture (MOTAC).

Literature Review

Cultural aspect in indigenous tourism has been a popular research area highlighting the indigenous people and their unique and authentic lifestyle. In this area, commercialization of culture has brought tourism attractions to be targeted especially on cultural celebrations. The culture of each ethnic by indigenous people represents their identity. According to Butler and Hinch (2007), the development of tourism strongly depends on their ethnicity, heritage and festivals. Butler and Hinch (1996) also mentioned that culture has emerged as a powerful attraction not only for tourists but also for entrepreneurs, government agencies and academic researchers.

Many scholars agree that the cultural product has proven to be a medium in boosting tourism development (Brown and Cave, 2010; Cohen, 2007; Liu, 2009). Besemenji et al (2011) said that tourism emerged as a good way of preserving the Ontario Indian customs and culture, but only if the right people are involved and if tourism does not become a business for some individuals. Tourism can also help in the promotion and presentation of Indian customs and cultures. This is the way to introduce their culture to the world and thus contribute to its preservation. However many author argued that commoditization is the only way to sell the indigenous culture to tourists (i.e; Thompson, 2007 and O’Gorman, 2007).
From the cultural tourism perspectives, commoditization can enhance local economic growth and develop traditions by reducing poverty levels and increasing the inherent value (UNWTO, 2004). However, cultural commoditization has been criticized by several scholars. Cohen (1988) said that using indigenous culture as a mass tourism product can ultimately cause the loss of authenticity, inherent cultural value and significance. The Naxi indigenous community of China went through cultural commoditization and presented their uniqueness to outsiders with the help of the government but they are still in the belief that their culture is well preserved and not faded (Brown and Luo, 2012). A study by Yoko (2006) on the Karen community in Chiang Mai showed that the ecotourism is used to enhance community development. According to the scholar, the establishment of National Park in their area made the local community to be involved in bird watching and elephant trekking activities directly. Apart from that, the genuine participation in tourism has allowed the Karen community to 'commoditize' their culture for economic and cultural sustainability benefits.

In the Malaysian context, Kalsom et al. (2008) has said that the Malaysian government consistently seek to achieve sustainable tourism practice by targeting a balance between business imperatives, cultural heritage preservation and environmental protection. This is evident by the establishment of Orang Asli cultural villages and traditional handicraft centres such as the Pusat Kraftangan Orang Asli (Orang Asli Handicraft Centre) in Cameron Highlands and Mah Meri Cultural Village at Carey Island (Kunasekaran et al, 2013).

Indigenous tourism in Malaysia has high potential as a unique attraction, apart from eco- tourism, which caters particularly for tourists from Australia, New Zealand and Europe, who prefer to learn about unique and remote communities. At these indigenous villages, visitors will be able to witness the traditional dances, lifestyle and hunting techniques personally. However, Gomes (2004) has mentioned that the government has prevented tourists from visiting the Orang Asli community in Taman Negara, Pahang. The author also addressed the government's concern that photographs of half naked women in their natural living styles may give a wrong impression regarding the majority Malay community’s dressing manner.

Methodology

In order to understand the real phenomenon in the particular study area, a preliminary data gathering technique was employed. To obtain the data, naturalistic inquiry was deemed appropriate by using a semi-structured interview as a tool. The semi-structured interview was used as an inductive approach to gain new and unexpected responses from the respondents, which prevents the interviewer from assuming potential variables. However, a questionnaire guide was developed and used throughout the interviewing session to obtain the pattern of answers that are appropriate to the objectives of the study. Consequently, an interview guide was designed as a list of questions and probing follow-ups, to guide through during the interview. The main reason that the interview guide was selected was to help the researcher stay on track. It also will help to ensure that the important issues/variables were addressed. In addition, the interview guide also provided a framework and sequence for the questions and helped maintain consistency across interviews with different respondents from different type of tourism job involved.
There are three basic parts of the interview guide, which were utilized in this study. The face sheet was used to record information, such as time, date and place of interview. For example, the third respondent interviewed in Kampong Sg. Bumbon was labelled as B3 Basic demographic information about the interviewee was also noted on the face sheet.

*Mah Meri Community of Kampung Sungai Bumbon*

Mah Meri community consists of 2896 members in the year 2004 (JHEOA, 2004). The Mah Meri people are also known as 'Besisi' or people with scales (Karim, 1981). They speak an Austroasiatic language which is originally from the Mon and Khmer’s language family. However, the Mah Meri's route to reach Malay Peninsula is still not clear. Nowak (1987) and Suet Ching (2009) argued that the origin of the community is still based on myths. For this study about seven key informants from Kampung Sungai Bumbon, Carey Island were interviewed. This village is the most well established village in terms of tourism operations among other villages in the area. All the respondents selected are full time participants of tourism activities in the village. The interviewed data was analyzed using thematic analysis technique.

**Analysis and discussion**

Generally, the villagers were consistently involved in the cultural activities even without the existence of tourism. The emergence of tourism in their village during late 70’s has made them to package their own unique cultural product. According to the Tok Batin (head of the village), there are three main tourism products which are very closed with Mah Meri culture; i.e.; Mah Meri Dance, wood carvings and weaving crafts.

“Other than taking care of the village development, I monitor and ensure whether among youth, young women, where they've aged this skillful carving crafts, I as the head of this village I would encourage them to continue to carve. That is for the men. The women, I make sure that they continue to try weaving and also ensure that women continue integrate each other that they will gather participants from their group. Besides weaving, they will teach traditional dance. These are the women matters…” (Batin Sidin Bujang, 63 years old, male)

Another respondent added that the ‘Ari Moyang’ or ancestors’ day is a tourism product which can attract a big number of tourists every year.

“All tourism here in my view, there are two types, sculpture and dance (Jo'oh) among the main attractions at Sg. Bumbun. The second one is a festival. We have it once a year. We celebrate the festival which we name Ari Moyang because it is the main attraction of the three as I said. Many tourists also come. I see many come to a place of worship close to the primary school there. The residents of this village will each bring little food, we will all share and eat. Some other villagers also join. Variety of other villages is visible like Chinese also come, so no identity. Indeed there are many tourists, sometimes from tour agents who bring some tourists. That one who
promotes this is Tourism Malaysia, and JAKOA but not much. Kraftangan Malaysia of course is better (in promoting).” (Yahya Sidin, 33 years old, male)

Mah Meri Dance

Many of the respondents generally agreed that their culture is unique and their cultural product is well respected. Embus Seng Keng, a wood carver said that the Mah Meri dance has escalated their popularity nationwide during 1970’s.

“Dance was famous around the year 1977, there was Mah Meri dance. Before the year 1977 the dance was already practiced by us but only after 1977, it became famous. It is a tourism attraction, a tourist attraction now. I was involved in the culture, we were the champion in 1977..then I went to Penang, Johor Bahru, Cameron Highlands, Genting Highland, Kuala Terengganu during the opening of the Museum of Kuala Terengganu, that time. That's about how many years I was not quite remember. Some went to Perak, Selangor.. if Angkasapuri (TV station), we are going frequently even now. That's one of the factors can add our income, indirectly. Tourists come to enjoy, see clearly, I mean like that. kind of tourism sector is without doubt I get involved, so this one increase tourism. It is good if there is culture like this, there were tourists come to see in terms of culture.” (Embus Seng Keng, 52 years old, male)

According to another respondent, the Main Jo’oh dance is famous among other types of dance of Orang Asli community.

“Our Main Jo’oh is receiving good demand. We always perform in functions. People will be excited to see our attire and dance. There was once, last year if I’m not mistaken, we performed at an Indian wedding function here in Pulau Carey. The Indian lady (bride) is our friend, she always come here and sits with us to learn our weaving...and she asked us to come and perform during their wedding at a wedding hall. All the people in the hall were happy and the place become lively” (Maznah anak Unyan, 44 years old, female)

Maznah anak Unyan who is also the head of the Tompoq Tompoh dance group however said the dance is only performed when they are booked earlier. This is to ensure the arrangement and gathering of dancers can be made without rushing.

“If there is no booking or order from tour guide we normally do not dance. So, the tour guide from Kuala Lumpur would normally call and tell that he is bringing 5 German tourist tomorrow and I will call my friends to be ready...We do not practice...we know what to do...Like my sister here, she plays Genang (traditional music instrument)...They all know their roles...if a tourist come without informing us to show our dance, it is difficult...Maybe he can see our weaving and buy some souvenirs” (Maznah anak Unyan, 44 years old, female)
Wood carvings

The mask and sculptures are also equally important for the Mah Meri’s to portray their culture. Sculptures like Kata Kala, Jin Gunung, Hantu, Pawang, Bes Kru, Moyang Mengkok, Moyang Tijau Didi, Hantu Ketam, Moyang Belangkas, Moyang Lanjut, Harimau Berantai and Moyang Belalang are the main products that are still being carved regularly.

Each statue or mask have some stories particularly for it, there is the story of him. Actually in those days, people do mask and statue for medical reasons. If body aches and pains strike we do the mask or statue. Now all has changed, we do it for tourism, to craft. Now the carving of mask and statue has turned into an art. (Yahya Sidin, 33 years old, male)

Among the sculptures of Mah Meri, Harimau Berantai (tiger statue with chain) is unique and not only become a primary attraction for tourists but also a pride of the wood carvers. The reaction of the tourists after seeing the unique carving is a pride and great satisfaction for the wood carvers.

“If you want to know the most valuable sculpture, tiger statue with a chain la... Sometimes the tourists who come do not understand, like a tiger is done first and joined (fixed) with the chain later... but that is not actually we do, we will do the tiger and chain together... the time we do the show live we carved one... Tourists see this strangely, there is a ball in the tiger’s mouth, they say we make the ball and put in the mouth... but we say that the ball naturally exist in the mouth... without doubt in that, the bizarre thing is interesting.” (Alias Sayor, 35 years old, male)

“The tourists who visit us are so excited, they come and take our pictures, they are interested in our demonstrations like carving and dancing... they really like. If we (wood carvers) we just make our sculpture, they come and see us and become so happy... they take picture of how we do that. They are very happy, and smile to us” (Atan Seman, 47 years old, male)

According to Gali Adam, the decision to make a sculpture or mask is not simply made. They will get the idea through dreams. These ideas, design and instructions to do a specific sculpture is from their ancestors.

“I don’t just do this... when I sleep, get dream... my ancestor will come in the dream... or I will dream about a sculpture... that’s where I get my idea... but not always I get the dream. Nowadays it is very rare to get a dream... but once I see a picture of sculpture in my dream, I will wake up in the morning and do...” (Gali Adam 53 years old, male)

About 11 private kiosks were established by the Kraftangan Malaysia to encourage wood carving. All the kiosks are situated nearer to the wood carvers’ houses enable them to use them as their main base
to do wood carving. These facilities are the replacement of *Nipah* and plastic huts which was been used by the wood carvers for a long time. Generally, the community relies heavily on its surroundings to produce their handicraft. For the mask and sculpture, reddish hardwood called Nyireh Batu (*Xylocarpus Moluccensis*) is often used.

“In the wood carving process, first we got to go looking for the raw material to carve, if the wood is suitable to carve, we go ahead. We created this mask using Nyireh Batu, there is a scientific name for it - I did not know how to say it - instead of mangrove wood. We must bring Genso (chainsaw) machine, cut wood, stack it behind the house, measure how many feet that we need... If anyone gets an order, then the size will be according to the price and if the price is high, we have to do a big one. If the price is low we make a small one. If the price is low, it will be about five hundred Ringgit. When the big order comes, I think it is about four thousand, five thousand. Now we can’t make big objects because the wood is slowly dying out...I mean Nyireh Batu, we can’t find big wood. The mangrove marsh is also disappearing” (Atan Seman, 47 years old, male)

Some of the wood carvers said that the orders to make mask and sculptures are not encouraging. This inconsistency of demand has caused them to be involved in other activities in the village.

“For instance, I don’t get orders like others, I have to be like this, I still do wood carving, do and keep. Even though no order, I still do and keep stock. Another thing is, at my house there are no more masks, we have to do mask, so that when there is an order, we can easily sell. We cannot wait for the order, if you wait for the order; it can be a problem too.” (Kemi, 38 years old, male)

Dissimilarly, for the weaving activity, resource scarcity is not a major issue. The Pandanus leaf can be found easily. However, it is reducing in the vicinity of the village and weavers have to venture farther from the village to gather the leaf.

“No...Not like the Nyireh Batu, Nyireh Batu is slowly diminishing...Look there...that durian tree is mine...I planted so that one day it will grow and provide me with the wood which is similar to the Nyireh Batu. Do you know that the durian tree wood is a hardwood? For now I am happy that there is a lot of Pandanus leaf out there. Even around my house, you can find many. But is it is slowly disappearing from this area. We have to go far to get some.” (Maznah anak Unyan, 44 years old, female)

According to another wood carver, the scarcity of Nyireh Batu is caused by the commercial development of an oil palm plantation owned by a multinational company.

“We have to plant this wood in a place...We don’t want them to destroy more...we have to keep more wood... because this hardwood is difficult to get... Just like us (Mah Meri), the wood is diminishing, but a lot of anak nyireh (young Nyireh), ibu nyireh (matured Nyireh) can be found near the mangrove marsh, kind of easy resource I guess... The hardwood is
diminishing because there are no more rivers...the river was wider than what it is now, because of this problem we want to save forests but could not because they want the land for planting oil palm. Now I heard they want to cut again. For us, we already told Sime Darby about the trees used for carving...if we take the anak nyireh we must ask permission from Sime Darby. For us it is hard to think that every time we enter to get wood, we must seek permission, those days we were not like this.” (Alias Sayor, 35 years old, male)

Thus, in terms of natural resources, the community is facing a serious threat in protecting and conserving Nyireh Batu. However, the availability of Pandanus leaf nearer to their houses has been a great motivation for the Mah Meri women to engage in weaving activity.

Conclusion

The initial investigation shows that the indigenous community is proud to portray their culture to the outsiders. They are also proud to be known as the icon of tourism among other Orang Asli sub-groups of Malaysia. This study also reveals that the Mah Meri community is eager to explore tourism opportunities in their village. They strongly believe that the tourism business can create many positive outcomes. Apart from that, the community also agrees that the non-economic benefits such as cultural sustainability and environmental sustainability are driven by the emergence of tourism in their village. The results also clearly show that the community is very much open to outsider and encourage any tourism development efforts in their area. Tourism is perceived as a strong tool to connect them to the outside world. Existence of tourism in their area not only enabled governmental, non-governmental and inter-ethnic affiliations, but also direct international exposure to the community.

The perception of the community often neglected by the authorities makes the community feel that they are not empowered (Kunasekaran, 2014). The community agreed that the outsiders especially the government always discuss with the community before any implementation of projects. According to the Tok Batin, the discussions are considered as a formality task of the officers to respect the villagers. The final decision of developmental projects however will be taken by the government. If this goes on, the community will feel detached with any tourism developments organized by the government. Thus, the government should not merely consult the community to fulfil procedures, on a token basis. They should respect the community’s ideas and give them opportunities of trial and error. By doing this, the community can learn themselves and improve their level.

The future studies within the scope of Orang Asli and tourism participation should also consider understanding the demand side of the tourism industry. Understanding the supply side of the market alone is inadequate to make indigenous tourism sustainable. The study of tourist motivation visiting indigenous groups should be done to identify factors influencing the target market to choose indigenous tourism as preferred tourism attraction. By understanding the demand side attributes, a holistic understanding of sustainable indigenous tourism can be attained.
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